Electropop singer and songwriter Gary Numan sang "__".
Dennis DeYoung of __ had a solo hit with "Desert Moon" in 1984.
Bobby McFerrin sang "Don't Worry, Be __".
T'Pau's biggest hit was "__ and Soul".
Philip __ sang "Easy Lover" in 1985 with Phil Collins.
Boys Don't Cry declared "I Wanna Be a __" in 1986.
"Oh __you're so fine! You're so fine you blow my mind..."
Actor Patrick __ had a hit "She's Like the Wind" in 1988.
In 1987 UK band MARRS told everyone to "Pump up the __".
"Rock me __" by Falco.
The Australian band Midnight Oil sang "Beds Are ___" in 1988.
Big Country sang "In a Big ___".
"Pass the ___" by Musical Youth was not really about a cooking pot.
Gloria Loring and Carl Anderson dueted on "__ & Lovers" in 1986.
Patty Smyth with Scandal hit the charts with "The ___" in 1984.
In 1983 Dexy's __ Runners had a hit with "Come On Eileen".
1982's "Tainted Love" by ____ was sampled by Rihanna in 2006.
The video for A-ha's "__ __ __" was selected as best video of 1986.
"Tarzan Boy" by __.
This Melrose Place and General Hospital star sang "All I Need".
"Keep Your Hands To Yourself" was by The Georgia __.
Corey Hart is best known for wearing these at night.
"Axel F" was the theme song of Beverly Hills Cop by Harold __.
German born Nena had a hit with "99 ___" in German and English.
Limahl, of Kajagoogoo, sang the theme song from The __ Story.
In 1983 ____ covered Falco's "Der Kommissar" in English.